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Report to the Department of Graduate Studies

The work of the Department of Classics in Graduate Studies depends upon that

tcu:en by students 

has been
in undergraduate courses. And since for over fifteen years

practically excluded from the schools, it has been difficult to keep the 

work in Classics as high as it should be.ox the Honour With the establisk-

courses in the First Year, however, it is hoped that that standard
®ay

definitely improved. 

Tne Department 

alone,

of Classics has hitherto granted the degree of LI.A. to students 

in mreek alone, or in both Classical Languages, 

continuation much longer of a system which was due at the outset to the

ln Latin
But I am personally

°Ppo Sed to the
aiffi

n° to.

CUlty of obtaining Greek before entering McGill University. At the very least, 

granted in Latin to a student who has no acquaintance with Greek.should be

seventeen students who have taken work towards an M.A. in the

cs during the last seven years, 7 have been graduates of McGill, and 

outside institutions. Though the number of students is small, at 

are called for every ; ear from the department ; and as there are 

carry on the graduate and undergraduate work combined ( a total of 

per week ), and as 6 more hours will be added to this weekly total 

very strongly that the Department can ot carry on without additional

1.
courses

1 members to 

e hours

Jear, I feel

There is a total lack of Graduate Scholarships or Fellowships in the Départ

es mot be too strongly insisted that this should be
end it

^-'hishm
remedied by the®st

‘6nt of u Tew really valuable fellowships. They would be a splendid inducement 

continue their studies, and to students from other Universities

to our own students to 

h'cGiii
to com® to

for their Graduate w: rk.


